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Jai Shri Mataji  
 
Any replies or correspondence can be sent to: nick@sahajvidya.org.uk 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       "Precious Gems... Pearls of Wisdom... Treasures of the Devi... 
        Strung on the very fabric of life... 
                  threads entangled... interwoven... totality concealed. 
        Then Source of All... in Words of Wisdom... 
        Showed the way that lay before... 
        Sifting... sorting... integrating... 
                  til at last...      they stand Revealed." 
 
                   - presented in handy A5 format - 
   (frequently revised and updated...) 
[Inspiration drawn from talk at Melichargasse on 25th July 1989] 
See article entitled 'Studying' or also 'Mother's Words' 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Shri Adi Shakti, 1989: 
   You must all individually also work it out that you study Sahaja Yoga in a  
way...  whatever I have said can be seen… found out… what is said about health… 
what is said about children… because I spontaneously say things… and if you can  
sort it out you will know so many things… I mean if you sit down and do a study  
of these tapes it will help you to find out so many little little things that  
are so important for life. You can clarify it… can note it down… that this  
Mother said about these things… it will be very good for us to sort it out this  
way… what point is to be noted down in different headings… can put different  
different headings, and jot it down. Mother has said 'so'… Mother has said 'so'… 
whatever is not on the tape you should not listen to… whatever is on tape is  
authentic… whatever is recorded already should be accepted (890725); We must  

The Horseshoe 
Is auspicious… do you know that in modern times the symbol of Sahaj
horseshoe shape… it has many meanings… but why that shape is auspic
not know. People do not know why one thing is auspicious… and another
auspicious. Now this has been in England for years… people were using
an auspicious thing… and it is… 100%… the shape of a horseshoe emits
can see for yourself… the shape… is the shape how the Shakti moves…
moves… always like this… elliptical… like if I love this person, the vibr
like this… and embrace her and then will come back… but it can be 360
moves. The whole creation took place by the movement of the Shakti 
(800721) 

Sharing 
When the aesthetics of matter starts giving you joy… you do not want t
even if you want to possess it, it would be just to enjoy it and give it aw
else. When you develop your witness state, this will come to you that yo
things to yourself, but you would like to give and share. Sharing… that i
should know, you have become a witness… because you are enjoying (800
your things is an extremely joy giving thing… that is how all of us have t
things. Don't think about yourself… think of others… think what others l
joy-giving thing… to cook for others. So the Principle of Lakshmi is only 
you share with others… we have to learn to share (960716) 

Discoveries – Ideas 
A person's… attention may have been fixed by conventional ideas. Some 
correct… some are incorrect… some are absolutely false… some are usele
only because they wanted to make money… so they published some trash
as you get Realisation… you go back to your own… gross awareness… and 
this 'subtle' with the gross - and you again start losing the vibrations. 
fix your attention… but you have to make your attention subtler and sub
   Brilliant ideas may come, if one's attention is constantly involved with
Sahaja Yoga - which can be encouraged by the practice of keeping two 
everyday experiences, and the other for special things that happen or o
   A discovery, if it is for one individual, then it has no meaning - it ha
masses. Today this (Sahaja Yoga - Ed) is an en masse happening, it is n
person (980320); Even the atom bomb and all these things… they are als
they had not created those, people would not have taken their minds aw
(830113); Everything that is discovered by one person, has to become t
knowledge… otherwise it has no meaning… even in science (790608.1) 

Dynamism & Humility 
   We have to be very busy people, because we are now employed
(821101); So much dynamism and so much humility… what a combi
that's what you have to manifest; The more you work… the more 
yourself… you'll find that humility and obedience are the only thin
help you carry out your work… and you'll become humbler and hum
Dynamism is going to impress… be alert and dynamic, and work it 
justification for doing nothing is very clever: "oh our ego will come
clever (890611) 

Giving 
After getting Realisation, you emit, you give, and you enjoy giving… more tha
(980706); This 'giving' is the most beautiful thing that Sahaja Yogis can do
greatest advancement for your emancipation is done by your giving… giving t
through your 'universal' being. Among us there are people who have given a 
they have achieved a lot too. You have to give, talk about it, spread it, and b
to get this - otherwise they will be left out of the evolutionary process (76

   When the aesthetics of matter starts giving you joy… you do not want to 
you want to possess it, it would be just to enjoy it and give it away to someb
you develop your witness state this will come to you that… you will not keep 
but you would like to give and share… sharing… that is the time you should k
become a witness, because… you are enjoying (800927) 

   It is a wrong idea that we have to become like a pauper and give everythin
you give just a little bit then He gives a hundred times more. That is why yo
very 'wee' bit to God (861225) 
 

have one tape each - sit down and listen again and again - with pencil and  
paper, and see what I am saying (890611) 
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